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INTRODUCTION 
In BAETEN, BERGSTRA & KLOP [ 1] an operator e is introduced, in the setting 
of bisimulation semantics, which introduces priorities on the atomic steps 
in a process. This priority operator is useful in process specification; 
e.g. one can model interrupt mechanisms with it (see (1 ]) . In BERGSTRA, KLOP 
& OLDEROG [ 2] a complete axiomatisation for finite processes with communication 
but without silent moves, is given for readiness semantics and failure semantics. 
Now the starting point for this paper is the question whether e can 
consistently be added to readiness and failure semantics as e~pounded in [ 2 ]. 
This is not obvious, since readiness and failure semantics equate many more 
processes than bisimulation semantics does. Indeed it turns out that e and 
readiness or failure semantics are inconsistent (section 1). 
The question next considered is whether there is a process semantics 
"close to" readiness and failure semantics to which e can be consistently 
added. It turns out that there is a very natural semantics with this property: 
RTS, ready trace semantics, which is interesting for its own sake. 
In PNUELI [8], RTS is called 'barbed semantics'. We give 
a complete axiornatisation for finite T-less processes under this semantics, 
as well as a complete axiomatisation (RTSe ) which takes moreover e into 
account. The method of proof (to obtain the completeness results) is via 
process graph transformations which enjoy the termination and confluency 
property, as in [ 2 ] . 
This paper can be read independently, but it is useful to have seen 
(1,2]. Some gener~l references are: for bisimulation semantics, MILNER [6]; 
for readiness semantics, OLDEROG & HOARE [7], for failure semantics, BROOKES, 
HOARE & ROSCOE [5], and for a connection between bisimulation and failure 
semantics, BROOKES [4]. A more complete list of references can be found in 
[1,2]. 
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1. THE INCOMPATIBILITY OF READINESS AND FAILURE SEMANTICS WITH THE PRIORITY 
OPERATOR 
We start with the simple demonstration of the fact that it is impossible 
to extend readiness and (a fortiori) failure semantics with the priority 
operator e, as this observation is one of the primary motivations for the 
introduction of the ready trace semantics below. First we will make precise 
the different concepts involved in this observation. We recall the following 
facts from BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [ 2 ] • 
1.1. THEOREM. Theaxiomsystems BPAO I BPAO + Rl,2, BPAO + Rl,2 +sin 
Table 1 are complete axiomatisations of respectively bisimulation semantics, 
readiness semantics and failure semantics on finite vrocesses (over alphabet A 
without·. -r ) • 
BPA 
0 x + y = y + x Al 
(x + y) + z = x+(y+z) A2 
x + x = x A3 
(x + y)z = xz + yz A4 
(xy)z = x(yz) A5 
0 + x = x A6 
0 x = 0 A7 
BPA 0 + Rl,2 a(bx+u) + a(by+v) = a(bx+by+u) + a(bx+by+v) Rl 
a(b+u) + a(by+v) = a(b+by+u) + a(b+by+v) R2 
BPA 0 + Rl,2 + S ax+a(y+z) = ax + a ( x + y ) + a ( y + z ) s 
TABLE 1 
(A is the alphabet of actions; o is the deadlock constant and.A0 = AU {o}. 
The variables a,b range over A0 and x,y,z,u,v range over all processes.) 
The notions of bisimulation semantics, readiness semantics and failure semantics 
are (essentially) standard and well-known; for details of their def±nitions 
referring to the present situation where two termination possibilities exist 
(viz. a trace may end in o, unsuccessfully, or in a proper action e A, success-
fully) we refer to [ 2 ] . 
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1.1.1. ~~· In [ 2] a generalisation of Theorem 1.1 is proved where also 
parallel operators and communication are present. For the purpose of this 
section we do not need these. In section 2 and later we will consider com-
munication as well (i.e. BPA 0 is replaced by ACP). 
1.2. In BAETEN, BERGSTRA & KLOP [ 1 ] the priority operator e was introduced 
which enables one to express that some actions have priority in a choice {a sum) 
over others. 'Priorities' are given by a partial order > on A0 where o is 
always the least element. So if the ordering a> b is adopted, then 
e {ax +by+ z) = e {ax + z) • 
Another property of e is that 
e {ax) ae{x), and e{ax+ay) = ae{x)+ae{y), etc. 
Below we will give a complete {and even finite) axiomatisation of e , but for 
the time being these properties of e suffice. As shown in [ 1 ] , e is vital 
for modeling in process algebra features such as interrupt mechanisms. In [l 
the operator e is introduced in the setting of bisimulation semantics. It is 
hence an obvious question whether such a natural operator can "consistently" 
be added to readiness and failure semantics. Here we should explain what is 
meant by "consistently": as an ultimate criterion for consistency of a process 
axiomatisation T we require that T does not derive an equation t 1 = t 2 between 
finite closed process expressions such that hz.ace_{t1 ) t- bz.ace {t2 ). Here bz.ace{t) 
is defined in such a way that termination o 's are visible, e.g. hlace {a+ be )= 
{a, ho} • However, hz.ace{a+ o) ={a}, since a+ o =a {cf. axiom A6 in Table l). 
For a precise definition (which moreover involves -r -steps) see [ 3 ] . 
The definite answer to the question just raised is negative, as the 
following counterexamples show. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. Failure semantics with priority operator ~s inconsistent. 
In particular, BPA 0 + Rl,2 + s + e 1:.c; inconsistent. 
PROOF. Consider process expressions 
t 1 : ab+a{c+d) 
t 2 : ab +a {c + d) +a {b + c) . 
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According to Table 1 (axiom S), BPA0 + Rl,2 + s + 
Hence in this system BPA 0 + Rl, 2 + S + e we have 
e · I- t 1 = t 2 . 
e ct1 > = e·ct2 >. 
We adopt the following priority of atoms: b<c<d. Now w.r.t. this ordering: 
a e·(b) +a 6(c+d) ab+ad 
a e (b) + a e (c + d) + a e'(b + c) ab +ad+ ac. 
So in the axiom system under consideration we derive the equality of two 
expressions with different trace set. O 
In fact, the previous proposition is strengthened by the following, 
which shows that the inconsistency is already obtainable in readiness seman-
tics: 
1.4. PROPOSITION. Readiness semantics with priority operator is inconsistent. 
In particular, BPA0 + Rl,2 + e is inconsistent. 
PROOF. Let 
t 1 - a (be + d) +a (be + f) 
t 2 - a (be+ d) +a (be + f) . 
Adopt the priorities: d>b> f. Now BPA 0 + Rl,2 + 6 f- t 1 
but 
ad+ abe 
ad+ abc. 0 
2. READY TRACE SEMANTICS: A MODEL OF FINITE PROCESSES 
t 2 (using Rl) , 
We will now introduce ready trace equivalence on processes, which will be 
in this paper finite and T -less. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let lH be the domain of finite acyclic process graphs with 
edges labeled by elements from A 0 . The graphs g e: lH will be supposed to be 
in o -normal form, i.e. o -steps may only occur at the end of branches of g 
and may have no alternatives. 
On lH we define operations +,., II , lL , I , a H as defined in BERGSTRA, KLOP & 
,, 
QLDEROG [ 2 ]. These definitions are supposed known in this paper. 
For the sake of completeness we include here the definition of the 
ready set ~[gJ of g e:lH : 
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2.2. DEFINITION. Let cr vary over A*, the set of words over the action 
alphabet A (not A 0 ) . The empty word is :>.. • Let g £ lH. Then the ready set 
of g, notation: ~[gD, is the least set satisfying the following clause: 
for all cre A*, g~h implies (cr ,I(h))e ~[gJl. 
Here g ~ h (h is a derivation of g via cr ·) if there is a path, determining 
the word cr, from the root of g to the root of the subgraph h. 
Further, I(h) is the set of initial steps of h; if h is a single o-step 
then I(h) =~and if his©, the zero graph~ without edges, I(h) = I(©) = {e}. 
(~ is a formal symbol denoting succesful termination.) 
2.3. EXAMPLE. If g is the process graph in Figure 1: 
Figure 1. 
then R[g)J = { ( ~. ,{a,b}), (a,~), (a,{c}), (ac, {£}), (b, {£} )} • 
(The displayed contributions in ~[gU are yielded by nodes, respectively, 
s 0 ,s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4 • Note that s 5 gives n
o contribution.) 
2.4. DEFINITION. g,h elH are ready equivalent if ~(g] 
g = ~ h. 
~ [ h); notation 
It is proved in BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [2] that ready equivalence is a 
congruence w.r.t. the operations+,• ,II ,11_ ,I, aH; when restricting ourselves 
to +, • we have the isomorphism 
I(BPA 0 + Rl,2) 
where I(-) is tt.e in.i.tial algebra of 
Theorem 1.1 above.) 
(This is part of the contents of 
We now turn to ready trace semantics (RTS) ; here less processes (process 
expressions) are identified than in ready semantics (RS) as explained above. 
The essential difference is that while RS is based on the notion of ready pair 
" 
(cr ,X) (see Figure 2(a)), RTS is based on the notion of a ready trace (see 
Figure 2 (b) ) , where also the "intermediate" ready sets X. along trace cr are J_ 
given. 
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g: 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2. 
2. 5. DEFINITION. (i) Let g £ JfL A path 7r in g, starting from the root s 0 of 
g, is an alternating sequence of nodes 
ao al 
7f = so --7 sl ;i.. 
of g and labeled edges in g: 
an-1 
----s 
n 
with a. e A (not A ) . Here n~ O; if n = 0 we have the empty path. All paths 1 .o 
in this paper will start from the root, so we omit that qualification. 
A path is maximal if it cannot be prolonged, that is, either ending in a 
terminal node (0) or in the initial node of a 0 -step. 
(ii) If s £NODES (g), (g) s will be the subgraph of g with root s and consisting 
of all labeled edges accessible from s. 
(iii) As before, I(g) is the set of initial steps of g, with I(0) 
I( o) = ~- Instead of I((g) ) we write just I(s). 
s 
{£} and 
2 .6. DEFINITION. (i) Let g £ lH and 7r = s 0 ~ an-1 ) s be a path in g. n 
Then rt( 7r), the ready trace corre~ponding to 7r ,is the alternating sequence 
of ready sets I(s.) and steps a.: 
1 1 
(n ~O). We will use sometimes the notation (0 ;X) for such a ready trace 
+ 
where a= a0a1 •.. an-l and X = I(s0 ),I(s1 ) , •.. ,I(sn). The ready trace correspon-
+ ding to~the empty path of g is just I(g), or in the (a ;X) notation, (A ,I(g)). 
(ii) The ready trace set of g, notation RT[g:n, is 
{rt ( 7r) I 7r a path in g, starting from the root}. 
7 
(iii) g "'7<T 
valent. 
h if 7</'[gD 7</[h]; in words: g,h are ready trace equi-
2.7. EXAMPLE. (i) Let g,h be as in Figure 3. 
h: 
a 
e 
Figure 3. 
Then g ;;7<T h. 
(ii) g,h as in Figure 4 are not ready trace equivalent (cf. the counterexample 
in Proposition 1.4): 
h: 
a 
g: 
a 
d f 
e 
Figure 4. 
Namely, 7</[gJl contains the ready trace {-a},a,{_d,t},b,~c},c,{e:} which is 
not present in 7</[h). 
2.8. REMARK. In fact, in the present setting of finite acyclic process graphs, 
it would have been sufficient to consider for the definition of :7<T only 
ready traces corresponding to maximal paths u • The present definition which 
includes also "prefixes" of such ready traces, anticipates working with 
infinite processes - which we will not do in this paper. 
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2.9. REMARK. A convenient "intuition" about a ready trace is this: 
Imagine an interactive session with a machine as follows. 
At the start of the session the machine presents the user a menu of all pos-
sible actions which the user may perform (I(g)); one of these is chosen (a0 ), 
whereupon the machine again flashes the menu of the options in that state 
(I(s1 )), and so on. Any moment the user may end the session, that is, 
leave the machine which has on its screen the last menu (I(s )). So a 
n 
ready trace is a record of such a session. 
we will prove in the sequel that s 'RT is a congruence on m: w · r · t · 
+ • II U.. I a , and also w.r.t. the priority operator e 
' ' ' ' ' H 
which will be defined 
now. 
2.10.0EFINITION. Let a partial order< on A~ be given such that o < a for 
all a e;A. Then e< , or e for short, is defined on m: as follows: 
e(g) is the process graph arising from g by 
(i) erasing all edges leaving node s which have a label 'a' majorised by 
label 'b' of some other edge leaving s; 
(ii) discarding all parts of g which thus have become disconnected. 
2.11. EXAMPLE. Let a> b and a> c. Then for p as in Figure 5 (a), e (p) is as in 
Figure 5 (b) : 
e (p): 
c 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. 
3. PROCESS GRAPH TRANSFORMATIONS FOR READY TRACE SEMANTICS 
In order to prove that =~T is a congruence on m:, and to derive the complete-
ness re'sult in Theorem 4.2 below, we will introduce three process graph 
transformations of which the first two (already used in BERGSTRA, KLOP & 
OLDEROG [ 2]) are specific for bisimulation semantics and the third is speci-
fic for RTS. 
3.1. The transformations double edge, sharing, narrowing. 
[i] double edge. This process graph transformation step removes in a 
~-"double edge"  (a e: A0 ) one of the edges. a 
Notation: g ==c=iP> h. 
[ii] sharing. Suppose g e:lH contains two nodes s,t determining identical 
subgraphs 
Notation: 
(g) , (g) . Then the nodes s,t may be identified. 
s t 
g [ii]> h. 
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[iii] narrowing. If g e: :JH contains a part as in Figure 6 (a) this may be re-
placed by the part as in Figure 6(b). More precisely, a new node r is created 
together with edges as in Figure 6(b), and the old a-edges to s,t are discarded. 
The nodes s,t and the b.-edges leaving them (in Figure 6(a)) are not discarded 1 
since s,t may have other incoming edges. (If not, then s,t are inaccessible 
from the root and disappear.) 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6. 
Here I(s) = I(t) = b1 , ... ,bn; the bi may have multiple occurrences 
among 
the labels of edges leaving nodes s,t. 
Notation: g [ ... ] ) h. 111 
3.2. NOTATION. ~ is w U [ii]';: U [iii] ) 
=====)~~ is the transitive reflexive closure of ~. and 4C=-=}) is the 
equivalence relation generated by ~. 
3 • 3 • EXAMPLE. (i) 
Figure 7. 
=~>> [iii] 
d 
a 
b 
c 
e 
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(ii) 
Figure 8. 
[iii] 
~~ ~::::::}::::::}~ 
[iii] [iii] [ii] [i] [i) [ii] 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let g,h e: lH. Then {lY'aph reduction is sound w.r.t. readu 
trace equivalence, i.e. 
g ==9) h implies g ='RT h. 
PROOF. It is simple to check that each of the three graph reductions keeps 
the ready trace set invariant. O 
We will now establish the completeness of the graph transformations. 
3.5. DEFINITION. ge: lH is in ready trace normal form (rt-normal form) if 
none of the graph reductions is applicable to g. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. F:very graph reduction g=9g' ~ g"=9 ..• rnuBt end eventuaUy 
~n a rt-normal form. 
PROOF. Let T(g) be the tree obtained from g by unsharing. Let card(g) be the 
number of nodes in T(g). Then transformations of type [iii] have the effect 
of decreasing card(g), while types [i],[ii] do not increase card(g). Since 
[i],[ii]-transformations clearly must end eventually, this proves the propo-
sition. 
(Note that the detour via T(g) is necessary since a type [iii] transformation 
may increase the number of nodes in g, as Example 3.3(ii) shows: the second 
graph has one node more than the first.) 0 
3. 7. PROPOSITION •. Let g,h be in rt-normal form and suppose g ;:.'RT h. 
Then g,h are identical. 
PROOF. The proof consists of remarking that an rt-normal form g can be unique-
ly reconstructed from its ready trace set. The reconstruction is as follows. 
Let the elements of 'RT [ g]J u{ o'} be the nodes in a process graph g* to be 
+ 
constructed. The root of g* is I(g) (or (X ;I(g)) in the (cr ;X) notation). 
The edges of g* are given by 
+ a + + ( cr ;X) --->~< cra;X,Y) if the last entry of X is not fJ 
+ 0 (cr ;x,m )o. 
Now it is a routine matter to show that g* is in fact isomorphic to T(g). 
So we have proved that T(g) and T(h) are identical (or isomorphic). From 
this it readily follows that g,h are identical. 0 
Although we will not need it, let us remark the following fact: 
3.7.1. CORJl:.J.ARY. Process graph transformations :=::::;>-) are confluent. 
PROOF. Immediate from Propositions 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7. 0 
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PROOF. The implication ~is immediate from Proposition 3.4. For the reverse 
implication, suppose g,h are rt-equivalent. Let g* be a rt-normal form of g, 
obtained by a maximal =;> -graph reduction (it exists by Proposition 3.6). 
Likewise h* is a rt-normal form of h. Then by Proposition 3.4, g =~rg* and 
h ;~Th*, and hence g* ;~Th*. So by Proposition 3.7, g* and h* are identical, 
and therefore g ==?>) g* 4fi:= h. O 
3. 9. LEMMA. :; ~T is a congruence on :H (+, •, II , ll , I , aH, e ) • 
PROOF. Using the previous lemma, it suffices to prove: 
if g :::::::> g ' , h =9 h' then ( i) g o h ~> g' d h' where o is +, • , 11 , lL. , I . 
(ii) aH Cgl <:~ aH Cg' > 
(iii) e (g) ~ e g' >. 
Of these implications (ii), (iii) are trivial. 
(i) is easy for the operations+,•. For 11 it suffices to prove gllh o:::=»g' llh, 
which best can be seen using some "geometrical intuition" (cf. Example 3.10) 
- or, alternatively, one proves more directly that g ~ g' implies 
gllh =~r g' llh. The details of a really rigorous proof would be extremely 
time and space consuming, ,and we will not attempt to do so in the present 
note. 
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The operators l1_ and I present no special difficulties. D 
3.10. EXAMPLE. See Figure 9. Let ala = a 0 be the only nontrivial communication. 
Then g 11 h 
Figure 9. 
gllh ===?> g' llh 
b 
d 
b 
c 
c 
[iii] 
b 
d 
d 
(Note 
a 
a 
a a 
a 
a 
a 
that 
uses all three 
g' h = 
c d 
~> 
b b 
c 
d 
a c 
while g [iii])g•, the sequence of transformations 
types of transformation.) 
3.11. REMARK. In BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [ 2.J it was proved that readiness 
equivalence on lH (:: 'R ) is generated by the graph transformations [ i] ) 
(double edge), [ii] ) (sharing) as before, together with the transformation 
"cross" by which in a part as in Figure lO(a) two b-steps may be inserted to 
yield the part as in Figure lO(b). 
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a 
b b b b 
Figure 10. (a) (b) 
Using this fact we can pinpoint once more (cf. also Proposition 1.4) why 
s~ is !!2! a congruence w.r.t. e . Namely, if g,g' are the graphs in Figure 
11 (a), (b), then 0(g), S(g'), with priorities d > b > f, are as in Figure 11 (b): 
a 
d 
e 
(a) 
e(g') 
d 
b 
e c e 
Figure 11. 
(b) 
Now clearly S(g) and S(g') are not convertible via [i) ,[ii], cross transfor-
mations. Contrast this with the present situation where via some casuistics 
it is easily seen that if g ~ g' then: 
coincide. 
S(g) [ ... te(g') or e(g), etg') 
111 
14 
3.12. Some auxiliary operators on lH. 
We will add two more operators on lH, which serve to axiomatise e in a finite 
way and to formulate a proof rule typical for RTS. 
3.12.1. DEFINITION. Let g,h ElH. Then g<I h (g 'unless' h) is defined as the 
result of erasing in g all initial steps which are majorised (w.r.t. the p.a. 
< to which the priority operator refers) by some initial step in h. 
(Of course, disconnected pieces are discarded.) 
3.12.2. EXAMPLE. Let a<b<c. Then: 
<I 
Figure 10. 
3.12.3. DEFINITION. 1f : lH~ll is the n-th projection operator (n;::,.l) 
n 
which cuts off all branches after n steps. E.g. 
a 
b 
c 
Figure 11. 
It is left to the reader to check that Lemma 3.9 generalises to the 
presence of <I and the 1f (n;::,.l). 
n 
4. A COMPLETE AXIOMATISATION FOR READY TRACE SEMANTICS 
The previous results lead at once to a complete axiomatisation RTS as in 
Table 2 for ready trace semantics on finite processes with communication 
(but without silent moves) : 
RTS 
x+y =y+x Al 
x +(Y +z) = (x +y)+z A2 
x+x = x A3 
(x +y)z = xz +yz A4 
(xy)z = x(Yz) AS 
x+8 = x A6 
8x = 8 A7 
alb=bla Cl 
(a lb)lc =a j(b jc) C2 
81a = 8 C3 
x lty = x lly + y llx + x IY CMl 
allx = ax CM2 
ax ILY = a(x lly) CM3 
. (x +y)lLz = x llz +y llz CM4 
(ax)lb =(a jb)x CMS 
a j(bx) = (a I b)x CM6 
(ax) I (by) = (a I b )(x lty) CM7 
(x +y)jz = x jz +y jz CMS 
x I (y + z) = x IY + x I z CM9 
oH(a) = a if a rtH Dl 
oH(a) = 8if aeH D2 
OH(X +y) = OH(x)+oH(y) 03 
aH(xy) = aH(x).oH(Y) D4 
wm(a)=a PRl 
w1(ax)=a PR2 
Wm+1(ax)=awm(x) PR3 
Wm(X +y)=wm(x)+wm(Y) PR4 
rr1 (x) = Tfl(y) RTR 
z (x + y) = zx+ zy 
TABLE 2 
15 
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Here the upper part of Table 2 is ACP, Algebra of Communicating Processes; 
a,b vacy over A 0 • It contains BPA 0 • The 1T, n are projection operators; 
to formulate RTR, the ready trace rule, 1Tl is sufficient. Note that for 
finite processes, RTR is equivalent with the rule 
1T 1 (x) = 1T 1 (y) 
a (x + y) = ax + ay 
4.1. LEMMA. BPA,, + PRl-4 + RTR is a complete axiomatisation oflH(+,•, 1T l/=m-
--- u n y,/ 
PROOF. We refer to BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [2] for the (obvious) inteI:pretation 
of process expressions in the graph model and for the arguments concerning 
+, •. Clearly, RTR corresponds to the process graph transformation 
By Lemma 3.8 we have completeness. O 
The extension to the priority operator e can easily be done on the 
basis of the axiomatisation ACPe introduced and analysed in BAETEN, BERGSTRA & 
KLOP [ 1 ] • ACP 9 . is the axiom system consisting of ACP (upper part of Table 2) 
and the nine axioms in Table 3: 
a<Jb =a ifnot(a<b) PI 
a <Jb = /) if a <b P2 
x <Jyz = x <Jy P3 
x<J(y+z)=(x<Jy)<Jz P4 
xy <Jz = (x <Jz )y PS 
(x +y)<Jz = x <Jz +y <Jz P6 
IJ(a) =a THI 
IJ(xy) = IJ(x ).8(y) TH2 
IJ(x +y) = IJ(x)<Jy +IJ(y)<Jx TH3 
TABLE 3 
We will refer to RTS together with the axioms in Table 3 as: RTS 
e 
" 4. 2. THEOREM. RTS 
9 
is a complete axiomatisation of the graph model 
JH(+, •, 11, lL, I, aH ,1T ,<J,ei I ='i?T 
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PROOF. The proof is entirely similar to the one for readiness semantics in 
.J3ERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [ 2 ], using Lemma 4.1 and the fact that all operators 
except the basic operators +,. can be eliminated from process expressions. D 
4.3. COROLLARY. RTS 9 is a consistent (in the sense of Section 1.2) axioma-
tisation. 
PROOF. The elements of JH(-)/=r-r are =RT -equivalence classes of graphs; 
each equivalence class is generated by the three graph transformations of 
section 2. These transformations preserve traces. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, 
the axiom system RTS 9 is consistent. 0 
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5. AN EXPLICIT PRESENTATION OF THE MODEL FOR READY TRACE SEMANTICS 
Above, we have obtained a model for RTS with as elements equivalence classes 
of process graphs. It fs also possible to present this model in a more direct 
way, namely with the ready trace sets themselves as elements (without any 
mention of underlying process graphs). This requires formulating some closure 
properties of ready trace sets. (Cf. the analogous procedure iri BERGSTRA, KLOP 
& OLDEROG [ 2 ] for failure semantics.) The end result will be an 'explicit' 
model for RTS, which is isomorphic to the 'graph model' above. In order to 
obtain this explicit representation, we have to define the operations +,·,II, 
U, , I , aH, e , <J , 1f n directly on the ready trace sets. We will do this only for 
e , and further be satisfied with the formulation of the closure properties 
inherent in a ready trace set. 
5.1. DEFINITION. (i) Let x0 ,a0 ,x1 ,a1 , ..• ,an-l'Xn be an alternating sequence of 
sets X. (i = 0, •.• ,n) and actioris a. (i = 0, ••. ,n-1) for some n~ 0. 1 1 
Then this sequence is a ready trace if 
(1) a. e: X. 
1 1 
(i <n) 
(2) x0 , ••• ,xn_1 (;,A 
( 3) X ~ A or X = { e:} 
n n 
( e: r/ A) . 
+ We recall the notation (cr ;X) = (a
0
, •.. ,an_1 ;x0 , ••. ,Xn) for x0 ,a0 , ••• ,Xn. 
(ii) Let X be a. collection of ready traces. Then X is a ready trace set if X 
satisfies the following clauses: 
( 1 ) if ( cr ; X) e: X and ( p ; Y) e: X , then X 0 == Y 0 (root condition) 
+ +--+:- + (2) if (cr ;X) is a ready trace and (crp ;XY)e:X then (cr ;X)e:X 
(prefix condition) 
(3) if Ca0 , ..• ,ak-l;x0 , •.• ,Xk) e:X andake:Xk (akf e: ), then 
Ca0 , ••• ,ak-l 'ak;x0 , ..• ,xk,xk+l> e: X for some xk+l (<;A or = {e:}) 
(continuation condition). 
Clearly any RT[ g]J, g e: JH is a ready trace set in this definition. 
(It hold~ moreover for RT[g], g being in this paper finite and acyclic, 
that every ready trace in RT[g) can be continued to one in which the last 
ready set is~ or {e:} .) 
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Vice versa, we can associate a process graph g X (in fact a tree) to a 
ready trace set X as already explained in the proof of Proposition 3. 7. 
An alternative definition of ready trace set would be one in which the 
ready traces are allowed to be infinite. Under that definition, the resulting 
n n w 
semantics would distinguish processes like In a and ~a + a . 
It is possible to define the operators considered above directly on 
these ready trace sets. We will not do that, except for the case of e , to 
give a better feeling why a· is compatible with RTS - and not with the coarser 
semantics as readiness semantics or failure semantics. 
5.2. DEFINITION. Let a p.o. < on A0 be given. 
(i) Let x.;;;;; A. Then e (X) is the set of maximal elements (w.r.t. <) in X. 
If X = { e:} e(x) = x. 
+ + 
If X = X , ..• ,X, then 0(X) 0 n 
+ + (ii) Let (a ;X) be a ready trace. Then (a ; e (X)) need not be a ready trace, 
+ 
since property (1) of Definition 4.4.1 may be violated. However, (a; e (X)) 
contains a maximal prefix (in the obvious sense) which is still a ready 
trace. Now we define 
+ 
e ( a ;X) 
+ 
to be this maximal prefix ready trace of ( a ; e (X) ) . 
(Example: if a<b then e ({a,b},b,{a,b},a,~) = {b},b,{b} .) 
(iii)Let X be a ready trace set. Then 
+ 
e(X) = { e(cr ;X) + (a · ; X) e: X } .• 
Now we claim (without proof) that e and RT II J commute: 
5 .3. ~- Let g e: lH. Then: 
~T II e < g l :U = e < RT [ g J> • 
Note that in this explicit definition of the operator e on ready trace 
sets it is essential to have the intermediate ready sets in a ready trace 
available. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have considered a process semantics RTS, ready trace semantics (called in 
PNUELI [8] 'barbed semantics'), which is intermediate between bisimulation 
semantics (BS) and readiness semantics (RS). The advantage of RTS above RS, 
FS is that it allows the presence of operators that may be important for 
process specification, such as the priority operator 6 . 
This in contrast with RS, FS which reject operators like e , since in 
these semantics too many processes are identified to bear the presence of e . 
This seems to be a general phenomenon: the finer the process equivalence, 
the more operators on processes (like e ) can be defined. Adding more equations, 
i.e. making the process equivalence coarser, increases the ease of process 
verifications, but at the cost of losing specification possibilities by means 
of operators as e , which become undefinable. 
From an intuitive point of view (see Remark 2.9) a semantics as RTS seems 
perfectly natural. 
An evident direction for further work is the extension of the above to 
infinite processes, and to silent moves.*) 
*) R. v~n Glabbeek has informed us that there is a neat complete axiomatisation 
of RTS for finite processes with T -steps, however, without the priority 
operator e. 
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